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2020 Château Canon Chaigneau: 

‘The 2020 Canon-Chaigneau is fascinating to taste next to the 8a, as it really shows the role oak plays in adding support to a wine. Ample and expressive from the start, Canon-
Chaigneau is gorgeous. Black cherry, plum, chocolate and leather flesh out in a gorgeous Lalande-de-Pomerol that has so much to recommend it. Terrific.’, Antonio Galloni, 92 
 
‘.. baby Pomerol.. wonderful.. outstanding.. a hidden gem' Jeb Dunnuck, 91-93 
 
‘Chocolate-covered black cherries and plums show nicely on the nose and on the soft, silky, medium-bodied, fresh palate.’ Jeff Leve, 92 

 
'Notes of plums and blackberries with cocoa, licorice and nut shell. Some wet earth, too. Medium-bodied with velvety tannins and a ripe core of dark berries. Lingering and 
chocolaty finish. ' James Suckling, 92 

 
'This is lovely.. A Lalande to look out for.’ Jane Anson, Decanter, 91 
 
‘I would particularly single.. Romik Arconian’s Canon-Chaigneau.. wild herbs, cracked black peppercorns, cassis, dark berry.. deeper and glossier.. more opulent, more dense 
and compact.. impressive length and sense of focused precision’, Colin Hay, The Drinks Business, 90-91+ 
 

2020 Cuve 8A: 

‘The 2020 Cuve 8A is 'A medium-bodied red with ripe and mellow dark fruits, firm tannins and hints of dark spices and walnut. Fine tannins and polished texture. Chalky finish. ' 
James Suckling, 91 

 

‘.. has more lift and certainly more complexity on the nose compared to the regular bottling. Slightly more tertiary in style, savory perhaps. The palate is medium-bodied with 
grainy tannins, black olive and tinged black fruit that define its saline finish. This is an excellent Lalande-de-Pomerol that is worth hunting down’ Neal Martin, 91 
 

‘The 2020 Cuvée 8a is done entirely in cement. Supple and generous, the 2020 hits the palate with exuberant dark red/purplish fruit followed by an array of floral and spice 
overtones that add complexity. The purity of the flavors is striking.’ Antonio Galloni, 90 
 
 
2019 Château Canon Chaigneau: 

‘.. impeccably made wine, the 2019 Château Canon Chaigneau sports a dense purple hue as well as a great nose of wild strawberries, darker cherries, leafy herbs, and 
spring flowers. Soft, supple, and just undeniably delicious, it’s a terrific buy for those looking for a great Bordeaux to drink over the coming decade.’ Jeb Dunnuck, 92 

 
‘The 2019 Canon Chaigneau has developed beautifully.. Ample and caressing in feel, the 2019 is quite attractive. Dark red/black fruit, mint, spice and floral accents play off the 
wine's considerable richness nicely. Time in the glass brings out its resonance and overall character. The 2019 is impeccable.’ Antonio Galloni, 91 
 
'The 2019 Canon Chaigneau has more fruit on the nose compared to the Cuve 8A, though that is partly because it is less reduced. The palate is medium-bodied with supple 
tannins and fleshier than the Cuve 8A, quite substantial yet focused, with a judicious touch of white pepper on the aftertaste. Excellent.’ Neal Martin, 91 
 
2019 Cuve 8A: 
'The 2019 Cuve 8A has a well-defined, taut and linear bouquet, a light marine influence coming through with time.. sappy black fruit.. good grip, and black pepper and graphite 
notes toward the finish. A fascinating and quite delicious 2019.’ Neal Martin, 92 
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The 2018: 
‘.. very balanced, creamy-textured red with blueberry, chocolate and walnut flavors.’ James Suckling, 92 
 
'.. silky, seamless.. impressive.. a great finish.. smoky, complex, beautifully textured.’ Jeb Dunnuck, 91 
 
‘.. lusciously textured dark cherries, black plums, licorice and chocolate are all over the place.. more ripe fruits, cocoa and espresso. Soft and silky, forward, fresh and fruity..’ Jeff 
Leve, 91 
 
'Raspberries..  blueberries.. bright and aerial.. Pure and focussed.. substance and depth..  very attractive.’ Colin Hay 
 
 
The 2016: 
‘.. cherry, raspberry and strawberry aromas laced with soy.. a subtle truffle note emerging with time.. more purity..  depth and silkier texture.. delicious.’ Neal Martin, 90 
 
‘A grand wine from a grand vintage. This takes a little bit of swirling to open in the glass and is just a little locked-in at this point.  But it is a very impressive and slightly imposing 
wine when it finally reveals itself.  It is fresh, lithe and energetic yet plump and plush.  Gorgeous texture, impressive intensity and a pleasing gentle sweetness, with little hints of 
cinnamon and five spice in the complex mid-palate.  Plums, damsons, red and black cherries and a very long finish. A great advert for its terroir. Very promising.’ Colin Hay 
 
 
The 2015: 
‘…  impressively intense… super-svelte... very attractive and very accessible... soft yet rich, lively and energetic yet powerful too and full of potential. Black cherries, sundried 
tomatoes and that signature almost ferrous minerality once again. A lovely finish of almonds and cherries.’ Colin Hay 
 
‘.. this wine is just beginning to show signs of maturity, with tannins that are smoothing out and blackberry fruits and generous Merlot flavors coming forward. Drink from late 
2021.’ Roger Voss, 91 
 
‘.. bacon-fat aromas across ripe blueberries, blackcurrants and red plums..’ James Suckling, 91 
 
 
The 2014: 
‘.. attractive raspberry, red cherry, soy and hung game scents on a nose that needs 20–30 minutes to really coalesce. The palate is medium-bodied with soft, supple tannins. The 
soy element comes through quite strongly on the midpalate.. real edge.. partnered with food, it works well and, strangely, seems not a million miles away from a Tuscan 
Sangiovese in style.’ Neal Martin, 89 
 
 

The 2012: 
‘.. black Dorset plums mixed with melted dark chocolate and iodine, moderate in terms of intensity and actually peaking after 90 minutes in the glass.. This was still perfectly 
fresh and drinkable the following day’ Neal Martin, 88. 
 
‘The nose immediately puts one in the vicinity of Pomerol.. restrained and elegant a cooler, darker fruit profile. Plush, full, rich.. gloriously soft and enveloping tannins. 
Great intensity but with no harshness at all. This is starting to drink very well indeed.’ Colin Hay 
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The 2011: 
‘.. a lovely, easygoing mulberry-scented bouquet.. supple entry, a fine bead of acidity, and mainly red fruit. The lively, balsamic finish feels fresh and long.. this is drinking 
perfectly at the moment. 2020-2025' Neal Martin, 88 
 
‘Very impressive.. starting to open beautifully.. exceptionally well-defined.. excellent mouthfeel.. great persistence.. still improving’ Colin Hay 
 
  
The 2008: 
‘.. very Pomerol-like, with black truffle emerging with time... Excellent and perfect to drink now.’ Neal Martin, 91 
 

 

The 2007: 

‘.. appealing, chestnut and earth bouquet that peculiarly reminded me of a mature Chambolle (Musigny).’ Neal Martin, 89 
 
 
The 2003: 

‘glorious..  imagine myself to be in Pomerol.. an exceptional wine.. Highly recommended.. shockingly good.’ Colin Hay 


